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in this hideme post i'm gonna show you two mods for sku vip. i have already published the mod that i have used for a long time and it is really fast but he has now introduced the second mod which is very fast but the footprint takes forever on the export. the only problem is that
i cannot find the original source, he has used a mod (i think it is a mod) that changes all the sprites of the max file and if you open the mod to the pngs that contained the old sprite then he creates the same sprite but with his. the mod is made by south koreans and is available
for free here. note: for the mod that i'm using is there a way that the mod changes all the texture since i actually thought at first that all the footpaths are made by his mod but i realized that he changes all of them except for the tile in which there are two sprites: – a vehicle (a

car?) and – a first person sprite of the person. the mod should be at your disposal. i hope that it helps you and if it can be of help to someone else, i'll make it available. thanks to the person who has given this info to me about the mod in the system.
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